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ABSIHaCT
L'nis piper describes a maximum livelihood procedure for
estimating the parameters of Markov models of brand choice. For
each individual the likelihood function is established for
several ilurxov models based on that iruiivia ual 8 s purchase
history. Those models are .compared using the likelihood ratio
.statistic to determine which model is the rest representation.
Zlie paper concludes with several suggestions J or both empirical
and tueorot i;al research.
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iV ?: A.(I M'.M LIKELIHOOD APPPCACH TO KARKCV
iiODiLo OF BSaND CHOICE
:kt:?cdfjctios
i» .larnov model of brand choice may be .concerned with either
individual or aggregate ceaavior . Aggregation is a legitimate
means of summarizing consumer behavior whenever groups of
individuals exhinit some characteristic (s) or homogeneous
behavior. raose individuals who have no behavior similar to
others may be grouped into a single segment for whicn no single
model applies. Aggregate models may oe constructed by modeling
the population directly. Wnen aggregate models are constructed
oy combining individual moaels, the model that represents the
individual will b& essentially the same as the population modal.
assuming individuals are not completely homogeneous in their
aehavior, consumers with similar behavior are aggregated into
} roups. 1 aea it is possible to use a single model to represent
almost »very subgroup.
it is the purpose of this work to model individual brand
choice using Markov inodeis. For each individual's purchase
uistory the parameters of several MarKov models are estimated.
Trie moleis are compared by statistically testing to see which
model L^ tt\o letter representat ion of the individual's purchase
jeuavior. The maximum likelihood method ot estimation offers a
procedure which focuses on individual purchase behavior.
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inderson and Goodman (_ 1 J developed tor a homogeneous
population (1) maximum likelihood estimates for the transition
pro;.anilities
, (2) t no asymptotic distribution for these
astimators, and (3) likelihood ratio .an chi-sguare tests to test
t.ae identity, order, and stationarity of, the matrix. Massy,
lont joinery, nvi "orrisor. [ 9 J and Bluttbeg and- Sen [4 j .attention the
use! uiae js of the maximum likelihood mot nod, but use minimum
c a i- 5 j a a re technique 6
.
Literature Heview
Ih-ere are advantages to individual rrodeliny; however, that
view is not espoused by everyone. Bass [3 ] reports the
following
:
It has sometimes jeer argued that if we are to
understand consumer behavior well enough at the macro
level to construct realistic macro models, we must
first understand rally the micro level behavior of
consumers. Clearly, this is false. Since there are
severe limits to our ability, to understand individual
behavior, micro models and theories are of very
iimite.1 value in the construction of macro models,
licro models, on the other hand, are fat more useful
for managerial purposes of selecting values of
decision variables and otherwise determining short-run
strategy than micro models, since the variables dealt
with (market share, advertising levels, dealing
levels, competitive variables) are precisely the
variables or managerial relevance. Furthermore, it. is
I xc easier to understand macro level behavior of
consumers than micro level jjenavior, since the
randomness which characterizes individual behavior
tonus to be washed out oy aggregation.
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;n support of individual modeling Sheth [10] says:
tfet another important consideration is that
existing stochastic models nave so tar provided
measures of aggregate brand loyalty for the whole
market. Wuat we need is a model that will, besides
• aggregate brand loyal measures, provide measures or
e xc:i consumer's brand loyalty.
Kotiur [ 6 j sees the - following -benefits from individual modeling
1 . These models will force a more rigorous statement
of the varia.jj.es operating in buying situations and
taa nature of tneir relationships.
2. These models will facilitate the comparison of
different tneocies of nuyer behavior. The
similarities will show up more clearly and the
differences can be subjected to sharper empirical
tasts. The models will highlight tue degree to which
trie differences are structural, functional, or only
parametric.
3. These models will help pinpoint more accurately
tae d.ita needs of marketing decision makers who seek
to understand and to some degree influence consumer
urf.iavior,
4. Ftiese mole is will stimulate inferences not
ordinarily obvious from verbal formula tions, much in
taa way a set of postulates about points and lines
stimulates a large number of tn^orems about spatial
r <'. 1 a t i 3 ns
.
5. These models will facilitate the corstujction of
microconsumer market simulators. The use of
microcor-sumirg units in a simulation permits the study
of so.ue important properties overlooked in gross
market response models, such as the distribution of
preferences, thn distribution of delays in response to
rfiirsetini stimuli, and so forth.
kgjregate inoaeling establishes an averaye model tor the
entire population. A minority of unigue individuals may be
sufficiently different from the majority to reject an aggregate
noael waicn accurately portrays most of the population. Cn the
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other nana tiipre may be groups ot individuals who behave
accorui i
-j tj different processes, Research on the individual
level presents an opportunity to more explicitly define and model
consumer behavior. Ihis decomposition can otter insights and
oxplanations that previously were left untouched.
(da [9 ] states that maximum likelihood estimation can- be
used in place of minimum chi-sguare estimation. The maximum
likelihood technique is appixcaole in more situations and is
superior (on the :jasis of second-order ^fiiciency and under
suitable regularity conditions) to minimum chi-square and
issociatod methods.
CHi 'Ak'KlAUXi LIKELIHOOD METHOD
Jha likelihood function is the joint density function for
obtaining a specific sample given a value for eaca parameter.
Tuo function can also be interpreted as a function of the
parameters giver- tue sample. Tiie maximum likelihood method
-selects the set of parameter estimates which "jointly maximize the
value of the likelihood function. In other words a parameter
value is preferred tu.it implies a large probability or drawing
the oosorved sample. The solution is called a maximum likelihood
sst.imatar. This assumes that there are no boundary constraints
on t-ne sat of admissible parameter values. Any solution which is
independent or the ooservat ions, i.e., a constant, is ignored.
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jii > fsiaximum likelihood method produces an estimator which is
sunsistant, asymptotically normally distributed, and efficient
4 iven certain regularity conditions, All ot these desirable
properties axist when the likelihood function can be maximized
rfitnout restriction. When there ace constraints on the
parameters a£ the likelihood function, there -is no guarantee that
ail the desirauie properties of the maximum likelihood estimator
still ixist. however, it is not unreasonable to argue that the
constrained likelihood function has the same characteristics as
any otaer likelihood function. Atkinson [2] has shown the
estimates are consistent and asymptotically unbiased.
va :> establishes a methodology tor employ inq the principle ot
maximum likelihood. These methods are directly applied to the
solution ot the brand choice problem. p is the maximum
likelihood estimate of p, an individual's true purchase
proeability , such that L(pjx) = sup L(pjx) where x represents the
inaivdual's purcnase history. It the supremum c<in not be
Jttainel, it may we possible to obtain a near maximum likelihood
istimitj p* sucu t'uat L{p*|x) - c sup L(pjx) where c is a fixed
•uimocL" such that 0. C < c < 1.0. xn other words a near maximum
likelihood estimate provides a likelihood value wnich is some
proportion ot the maximum likelihood value. Hao proves that a
near maximum livelihood estimate, o*, asymptotically approaches
trie trua maximum Likelihood estimate, p, with probability one,
irithout any assumption (restriction) on the admissible s«t ot

JStiiMt
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here nay se a set of samples roc which p or p* does
not exi-it. Jnicr regularity conditions on the "joint density of x
ind p, the frequency of such samples is negligible* In practice
it is convenient to work with in L(p]x) in which cast; p satisties
txie oj'iitio;; L{p|x) - sup L (pj x) . Shen tae sup rem un; is attained
ifitnin the interior of the p-space and In L.(p.jx) is a
iif rerentiable function or p, p is a solution to the equations
3L (Pix )
5p.
= i =
4JJD FUSCTI02.3 KOii MARKOV PHOCESSZ:
In orner to '.i-sv the maximuir likelihood method, the
Likelihood function must be properly specified for the
transitions in the brand choice process. ^iven a sample of
observations x = (x, ,....., x ) , let there be a transition matrix
1 n
where u.. is the probability of uoinq from state to state ,
' iJ J i j
md i".. represents the number of times there is a transition
from state to state . a (u,n,J) is the set of all possible
i j
transition courts wnich occur from a sample of n consecutive
transitions in a tiarkov chain that has transition matrix J and
elements p.. , initial state u, and final state v. fne (n bv n)
natrix jr transitions, 2, with elements f and ran^e set
$(u f n,J) his a Whittle- Distribution tfith parameters u, n, and J,
(Martin [ 7 ])
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k ±-
,
1= t *"
f ( :l u,n,ii) ij
vu
n
13
G<u<1
n • f .
.
j=i
•- otherwise
'. is an n uy n matrix with elements
i.
.
= 6. . - (£. . /£. ) for
ij 13 13 i.
= 6. . tor £ . =
13 i-
>
1-3
n
= Z
3=1 13
1 when i - j and? ' is tue vu cofactor or. 2 and 6
vu ij 13
rfhen i is not equal to i. This is the likelihood function foa
p f. {l\ u,n,J) 0<p<"
U W '
the transition counts of a Markov model; however, to include the
satire sample, the first, observation mast also be accounted ror.
This is accomplished in a rfhittle-'i distribution. (rtartia [7])
i ( n , Z 1 J , u , p )
wi '
= otherwise
is t stochastic row vector which is the probability of the
t jtate. Assuming the process oegins from a steady-state
condition, then p is the steady-state probabilities for an
" u
iridic Karkov model. In An individual analysis there is a p as
well as 1 n associated with each individual. Excluding the
u
proportionality constants, the likelihood functions, maximization
equations, and steady-state equations for the Bernoulli, Brand
Loyal, ana General Markov Models are as follows for an
u
firs
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nun vii lai,
insert Figure 1 about here
ZUii-3 1 '.',"& Li Ui jitiXIttUK I IK;:! LTnCQu tiSTISATIOil
iJniet normal circumstances trie range of a parameter is tae
real line, therefore, there are no restrictions or constraints on
the n -ix i.-T5UiTi likelihood estimation procedure. In a Karkov process
the transition probabilities are defined to be between 0.0 and
1.0. Geometrically, the solution space tor the Bernoulli model
is a plane in the first quadrant of L,p-space that is i-unit wide
with infinite length. The solution space tor noth the Brand
Loyal model and General Harkov model is a rectangular
pacalielopiped in the positive orthant j£ L,p,k and L,p,u-space
jfith i unit square base and infinite heignt.
iernoulli Model
i?her« is a closed form solution .tor. an estimator for =uiy
indiviiaal purchase probability in the Bernoulli model. So
search procedure is necessary; each est una te is a function of
t.ie first purchase and the observed translations
.
hi * *oi
l:t +
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1
3ran j t.oyal Model
i
h
j part id 1 derivatives or the likelihood function with
respect to i and k are quite different. The former is on an
inai.vi-i.iai basis while the latter applies to the entire
population! Eliminating fractions the partial witu respect to p
turns oat to oe a cuoic equation in p.
dlaL = A - B -- Ck + 1-k
dp p 1-p i-kp 1-p+kp
-^—
-
= Ef (k -k)p +[A(~k +k+l)+B+C(2k-k )+k -l]p +(-k-2A-B-Ck+l)p+A=0
-mere A = f + f + u; a = f + 1 - u;
-
* Skj * * "oo *
f
oi
+ r
io *
£n * :t shouId Le notea that
dividing uy the coeificient or the p-cubea term, the direction of
tue cij-uc is changed if that term is negative; however, trie
position of the roots is unaffected. (For a closed-form solution
to i cuoic -see Standard Mathematical Taules [11])
A cubic equation
y~ + P y
c
+ Q y * E =
nay be reduced to the form
x
3
+ Ax + 3 '-
by substituting
y - x - (P/3) .
liter the substitution, the coefficients in the new cuoic
jtjuation have the following relationship with the original
:oei fici.ir.t--;
.
A = (3g - £ 2)/}; Q = (2P3 - 9?Q 273) /27
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'he soLations to the reduced torir cubic are
,_,._ R+S , R-S / _ R+S R-SA - ^-i-h, 2~ ~~2~ v ~ -> > " ""2" o
- V - 3)
_ r b / b* a3 1
1/3
- r B /-pr-jr. 1 /;
where R=l- I+ j + fi] B-|-r * + f?n
.i>; iiniiii n j tiie ter;n i.i i ;. and 3 .under the square root sign yields
irii oLir itiof; lbout the structure 01 the three toots,
{H /<i) t (i\~V27) < C there are 3 real unequal roots
- C there are 3 roots and at least 2 are equal
> C tnere is 1 real root and ? complex
con -jugate roots
En trie list od:.e a triqnometric solution is necessary.
cost|) - {-S/2)/{~£ /27) ^
low the solutions are
x - 2(-V3.)cos(4/3)
1
x = 2 (-.A/3/3cos(fj>/3 + 120°)
x - 2(-A/^os{<j>/3 * 2^0°)
The equation to ce solved in the Brand Loyal rrodei has the
r o c At
P 3 + \ P2 * "2 P * R3 - °
R
X
= A("k
2
-Hc-H)+B+C (2k-k
2
)4fc
2
-I
If (k -k)
-2A-B-Ck+l-k
Ef(k2-k)
R„ =
A
Ef (k"~-k)
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?he solution requires a grid search on k;. For a given k a set of
j » s is c.i Lc-ul :it rd from the cubic equation. The set of p's and
the corresponding k that produce the largest livelihood value in
the required unit -inter val are the solution.
?iiere are two special cases associated with the solution of
CK31 :: :,
3
- c
i'nis particular case occurs whenever the purchase
sequence consists of all zeros. For any purchase
lengtu or all zeros, A = C; B = 1 ; C = some value,
e.g., C* and Ef - A + B C - 1 = C*. If h t 3, and C
are substituted into the original cuijic equation, the
lie 4 e-j uat ion is
[C* (2k-k ) *k2 ]p 2 - (C*k + k}p = 0.
jhvioualy with a - 0, y = is a root and it can be
shown that the other two coots are real and outside the
J- \ int erval
.
II: The purchase sequence is all ones
..hen trie purchase sequence is all 1's, k, B, and C are
ii =
€
= and h - some value, a.g. # A* and
Sf=A*B+C-1=A*-l. Substituting these values
into t:se original cuuic equation, the new equation is
[ (A*-l) (k'-k) ]p
3
+[A* (-k2+k-l)+B-H:(2k~k2 )-.-k2
-lJ ?
2
+(-2A*+l-k)p+A=0

Pa ge 1 a
It can be shown that regardless ot the number of ones
in the sequence p - 1 x:s always a root, i.e., division
vita no remainder. It can also be shown that the other
two root." arc ilways greater than 1. Therefore, p = 1
is tae only root and can oe identified immediately
*h .'never A = A* aria F - c - 0. It car., ije intuitively
arj'ied that, there is always a root between zero and
oriri. 7ho two extreme cases {i.e., ail ones or all
zeros) result in p's equal to zero arid one,,
respectively. Any other sequence is a combination or
tixo two extremes and therefore should have at least one
root sucn that < root < 1. This author was unaole to
prove mathematically the above result. However the
computer search is designed to stop if there is no root
l;at«feen zero and one.
Individual or and Loyal Model
fh i Individual Brand Loyal irodei is a modification of
iorrisoa's Jrand Loyal model. fundamentally they are identical
2Kcept l:i the Individual Brand Loyal model each individual tius a
ii# i.e., k is not a population parameter cut an individual
parameter. rnere is a partial derivative with respect to k for
such individual. ihe Morrison Brand Loyal model nas n+1
parameters wnile the Individual brand Loyal has 2n . In terms of
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steady-state equations and maximum likelihood estimation, tne
solution process is virtually the same. The only difference
between this irodel and the General Markov model is that k must be
iviiio than one in the Individual Brand Loyal model-
i eno £ a 1 3 a r x o v K < > de 1
\-ie likelihood function for the General narkov model is a
concave function and cor.se4ae1.tiy a maximum exists, (3ee
Appendix a) In tne General Markov model there is 1 derivative
wit'a respect to p and q tor each individual.
31nL ~
f
00
,
£
0i
+ U
1
3p 1-p p+q
31nL
f
10
+ l " n fll
c-q I-q p+q
-
Simultaneous solution of tne equations show t iiat. p is a quadratic
function of q and vice- versa. It is possible to solve these
equations sinultaneousiy and obtain a closed form solution lor p
ana j. However, that analytic solution ignores the fact that
solution p and q's are restricted to the unit interval.
"tnother method of solution whicn applies only for tue
ieneral Markov model is illustrated in Figure 2. Projecting the
livelihood onto the p,q- plane graphically portrays solutions.

figure 2
.*'
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6
V
/./
s
q
I
(p*,q*)
h x
P 10JECTICN OF Zdz MAXIMUM LiKELIHOOD SOLUTION
L'he intersection is the point of maximum likelihood and may occur
at a boundary. p may be any comoination of "0" or "1" {boundary
solutions) or quadratic for various values of q and vice-versa.
\ny given starting point q will generate a p , which in turn
jenerates a g . rhe iteration continues increasing the value of
the livelihood function until, reaching p* and g*. The same
result «(ill be achieved if u is the given starting point and g*s
are solved for. Since a concave function is also unimodal, the
solutions dr--) computed using a golden section search technique in
two variables. The details of this search method are expressed
in Saver and Ihompson [5].
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Applying the maximum likelihood method to panel data
require > tne following steps'. rhe brants chosen by each
indi vxi i.ti niist be recoded . icn that the orand under
investigation is a ana and all ot tiers are zero. This simplifies
t;.e anal/sis; however, there is a loss of information in tnis
reuueti r,\ process. li the individual purchase histories have
iifierent lengths, it does rot affect the analysis. l^ach
purcaas 3 history is considered to he independent from all others.
Since eich nistory ij analyzed separately, there is no need for
them to aave the safe length. Ihe first and last observation and
transition counts are appropriately placed in trio whittle-1
Distrio ition. This establishes the likelihood junction for the
transition counts in a tfarkov process. Depending on the model,
u. tnalytical method or search technique is used to estimate the
purchase probabilities. For each individual the parameters of
several Markov nodeis ..ire estimated. In order to ascertain the
nost parsimonious representation o i the purchase behavior from
the set or candidate models, the models are tested to see if they
•ire significantly difierent. Once a rode! is chosen the estimate
>i an individual's probability or purchase and type of purchase
process uased on the purcnase history is complete.
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.2KF.LIilO.Jij :v 11IO 2 S3?
Using tho. maximum lixelihoo.d estimators, the maximum value
)i tiie likelihood function can be used to test hypotheses. If
the null hypothesis is concerned with ' a model that has a
.> a r a met er vector p , the likelihood function value' is L(x|p ).
o o
?oc the alternative hypothesis another model has parameter vector
p, witrj likelihood value L(xjp ). x in hot n cases is an
individual purchase nistory. ?he likelihood ratio is
L(x|p)
Mxj^)
"r !> 1.0, reject the null Hypothesis
X \< 1,0, accept the null Hypothesis
i= 1.0, there is no definite conclusion
In order to test the significance of the difference between
tin .Thiols, it is necessary to see whether lambda is
siynit i^antly different from one. For large samples -2 In A is
distributed chi-square with q - r degrees of freedom. q is the
number of parameters in the null hypothesis model and r tna
number of parameters in the alternative hypothesis model. Tha
likelinooa ratio test is used to determine which brand choice
model better describes the purchasing behavior of populations and
indi vi i i ils.
i'iie Morrison L'rand Loyal model is not considered as one of
the models to represent individual purchase behavior. & single k
for all consumers may weaken the assumption of independent
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jurckaj: histories. The Individual Brand Loyal model is a
nodif ic-ition of the llorrison 3rarrl Loyal model whlcn addresses
individual purchase behavior. however, the Individual Brand
Loyal model is a combination or the Bernoulli and General Markov
nodels. when k is greater than one, the estimate is set equal to
one wl tan Individual 2rand Loyal model becomes a. Bernoulli
model. If a. is less than one, the range of k is within the
acceptable range Lor the model.
purchase sequence 01001 produces the following results.
i'loiti Estimate (d,k)
Bernoulli ( C
.
k C , 1 . G
G
)
General Uaricov (0.001, 579. an)
Likelihood Ratio Statistic
lype-I Error (alpha)
Chi-sjuare Critical Value
Likelihood
0.06912
C. 13007
1.915
0.2
1.642
Choose t.iio General Markov model
i'ne null hypothesis arid numerator oi the likelihood ratio test is
the model with the fewest parameters, ror this example the null
Hypothesis is the Bernoulli model and the alternative hypothesis
is the General Markov model. If the critical value of the
r;hi-sguare test is qreater than the likelihood ratio statistic,
t iu null hypothesis is accepted. For the purchase aistory 01001
the likeliuood values ioz hoth models are compared, i.e.,
-2 In (. )6 j/. 1 6) = 1 . 9 1 5. Since the livelihood ratio statistic
exceeds the table value, the General. Markov model is selected as
t h e Lett e v r e pr e se n t a t i o n
.
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.'h 2 purciid.se sequence C0011G produces the following results.
Sodel
Bernoulli
tst. ima te {','.<)
(C. 3 il, 1 . ^)
(0.2^0, 0,72*)
1 i k e 1 i n
o
o a Ratio 3ta r i s t i
e
Type-I Error (alpha)
• i heli hood
C. 2 1 9 5
C . C4 3 55
1. 371
0. ;o
Cai-square. Critical Value. 1.642
Choose the Lernoulli model
Since t.ie Livelihood ratio stitistic is less than the cbi-sguare
critical value, the null hypothesis is accepted thereby selecting
the Bernoulli modal.
Z^ilnC LJ 31 J ti S
Tne objective of this work was to develop the maximum
Likelihood approach for estimating the parameters of Jlaricov
models of consumer behavior and to use the likelihood ratio
statistics for classifying individi 2 Is by the model which best
represents their observed behavior. Per the practicing marketer
this approach provides a framework for attacking several
important problems. Classification of consumers r>y their
purchase behavior naturally implies market segmentation. Karket
segments can i-e combined to develop market shares. The market
share md segments developed from the max latum likelihood method
Jan be applied to panel data Jsed in other studies. An empirical
comparison car: oe made to see and explain similarities and
differences. flso, market segmentation can be divided into
several areas. Since the maximum likelihood method specifically
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concerns itself with each individual consumer, aggregation into
segments can occur ilong different dimensions. Consumers can be
juoujjci by their response to either changes in the total
marketing mix or any of its individual components. Response can
oe measured as a si jnificant change in purcuase probabilities.
It attention is focused on. the product and promotion phase of the
marsoting mix:, the results have an impact on the evaluation of
product and promotion management. For example, the consumer
responses or changes in the response to the product could
influence decisions to introduce a new product, modify an
exist in j product, or eliminate a product.
rhe maximum livelihood method also opens the door for
further empirical research in related areas. It may ue possible
to fcstaalisft a relationship between tut- probability of purchase
and the marKstimj mix; or any coirbinat J on of its components. For
example, the probability or purchase is modeled as some function
of trio product'."; price and promotion. A relationship nay be
established ret ween the probability oi purchase and the
deiTic graphics of the consumers. For example, the probability of
purchase is .node led is some function of the consumers' ages and
incomes. These first two suggestions could be combined such that
the probability of purchase is a function of marketing and
lemo qrap h ic var ianles
.
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:h; me tii 6:1c logy employed for the solution of a two- state
rioidi vin oo expanded to rir n-state model, .Theoretically, there
appear to bo few proolems. Practically, there nay be problems
associated with collecting sufficient data to estimate all the
parameters. It may ce possible to apply the maximum likelihood
method to other models of consumer behavior. If trie .likelihood
function tor a irodel can be established, then the methodology
employe i in this paper sets up a possible framework for solution.
In addition, the maximum likelihood approach allows an analysis
to be performed as either several models across consumers or
consumers across given mod j is.

faye n
APPiiliDIX A
L'iic likelihood function for the General Markov model is concave
and consequently a maximum exists.
u\jSi (1) ar.i ( Z) are t he gradient of the likelihood function.
31dL
m
*00
+
^01 + U
_
l_ (1) ainL
=
f jQ + 1 " u
_
fll _ 1
3p 1-p ^ p p+q 3q q 1-q p+q
Concavity is defined as follows for two variables.
9
2
f (x,y) 9
2
f (x,y) I 3
2
f (x,y) I
22-2 > °
3x 3y L
3x3? " i
(3)
3"f_i|o0 < (4) 3
2
.tJ2i,yl < (5)
3x 3y"
;j' thes.i conditions ace satisfied the function is concave. 2q.
(.i) may ne rewritten as follows.
3
2
f (x,y) 3
2
f (x,y)
_ p
2
f (x,y) I (6)
3x
2
' ,? ' L 3x8y J
iqs. (/), (i), and (^} are the higher order derivatives for the
loner il Markov likelihood function necessary to test for
joncavi ty
.
3
2
lnL f00
f
01
+ U
1 (7)
(8)
3p
2
(1-P)
2 2 °
p (p+q)
2 " f
2 2
9q (1-q)
f + l-u
10 . i
q «.P+q)
D
2
lnL _ 1
3p3q (p+q)
2
(9)
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Ir. order to satisfy eq. {4) , the following relationship must be
t r u e
.
"00 '01 + u
(p+q)
2
(1-p) 2
2 2 2
( 1 - p ) p <. ( p + q ) [ p
"00 + ( 1 p )
( fQ1 + u )]
j is the first observation.
f is the number of "CO" transitions
£_.. is the nuirber of "01" transitions
t.Q is the nurrjuer or "10" transitions
f.
.
is the nuirber of "11" transitions
"'or any single transition the quantity t" +£ +u = 1
.
00 01
transition
£ or mo re
s tnan one L.q + t
oi +u > ^ ' "ror or-lY onG transition
either r Q0 = or iQ , +u G. Iff 00
(p+q)'
it l01 tu
s i r. c e u
f
oi
+ u
0, the estimate of y is essentially equal to zero and
0, trip estimate tor =. *i
2<
"00
(p+q) (i-p)~
1 1 f00
Ehererore, the conditions set forth in eg, {^) ore satisfied.
Using t ri e previous line ox. reasoning* the conditions set
forth in eg. (5) ar? also satisfied.
11
f
10
+1 ~ u
(p+q)
2 (1-q) 2
( 1 - q )
2
q
2
< ( p + q )
2
[ q
2
f
11 q
)* ( f1Q + 1
- u ) ]
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Lot the valaa of eqs. (7) , (d) , and (9) be
2
- a + x , -.^x, a rai x wh e re >: - i / ( p + g
}
*bo coalitions set forth in eg, (J) are
(
- A > x ) ( - ? - x ) > x
2 ?
A t - (A+B) x + x ^> x
A3,- (A»iJ)x >
AE > (A + B) x
? oi a single transition A and 3 have the following values.
A - -1/(1 -p) 2 tor l "00" and -1/p 2 for all others
B = - 1/(1-q) ror a "11" and -1/q tor all others
?or ail casoo AB is positive while A + 3 is negative; therefore,
it is true that .iE > (A + 3)x. Having satisfied all the
conditions, the likelihood function for the General Markov model
is concive and a maximum exists.
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APPENDIX 13
i a £.- a. x r
;
iiOCD SOLUTION OF 3HL GENERAL KASKCV >iuDhL
I he "General "larkov mortal has the following transition matrix.
* « *
<J * 1"P * p *
$ SJfc 5$c
* =K *
1 *
1J
* 1-u *
* * *
rhe steidy-st ate solution of this matrix follows
P (0)
p+q P
(1) P
p+q
Ill's* likelihood density function for a Markov process is the
fhittie-1 iistribut ion. If the constant ot proportionality is
ignored, the likelihood function may ue expressed as proportion.
La {"-pi f00p. fOl(1-4 ) fllq f10q,1-U p"/<P + 4 )
x i i i ^L i i i
a is thj first. observation. It is assumed that the first
observation occurs after the consumer's purchase behavior has
reached i steady-state condition. The natural logarithm of the
likelihood function follows.
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in L« t 00 In (1
- p. ) + f Q1 lnp 1
+£
1±
ln (1-q. ) +f 1Q lnq . (1-u) lnq ±
*ulnp -In l^+p^
Ihe natural log of the likelihood f unction .may be differentiated
irfith respect to the two parameters of the- model, p and q, for
each individuals Ir the i-subscripts are cropped, the
4.TL
.ndxiiTization equations Kith respect to p and q tor the i
individual collov.
31nL
=
£oO
+ foi + u _ 1
f
Ql
+ U
_ £00
__
_1_ (1)
3p 1-p p p p+q p 1-p p+q
-f f f + 1-u f
51nL m ^11 + ^10 + l^u _ _1_ m "10 '
U
_
^11
_ _1_ (2)
8q 1-q q q p+q q 1-q p+q
riie simplification of eq. (1) follows,
(f
Q1
+ u) (1 - p) - f
Q()
p 1
p ( 1 - p ) p+q
P ( 1 - P >
(f
Q1
+ u) (1 - p) - f Q0p
Let A = f
0Q
and D - f
Q1
*u.
p+q
-;. (p +q)+B<l-p) (P : q)-p(l-pC = C
-A (p +qp) +B (p + q-p -qp) -p*p -
(-A-u + 1) p 2+B (-A+B-Eq-1) p+Bq =
Jsing the quadratic formula, p can be solved for in terms of q.
- ( B - 1 - Ag - Bq) + [ (B- l-Aq-Bq) 2 -4 ( - A - B +1 ) Bq ]** (3)
2 ( - C - D + I )
The fact that p is quadratic in q and q is quadratic in p agrees
with t.ie proof in Appendix A. The likelihood function for the
Joneual Markov model is concave.
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Since p and q are probabilities, they have a range such that
j < y. , \ < 1 . However, in the closed fortr solution it is possible
th.it .j > 1
,
i.e., (-C-D+1) ~ 0. The constraints on q are
acknowledged oy setting q = 1 an'd solving for p.
P =
( - A - 1 ) + [ ( - A - 1 )
2
- 4 ( - A - B + 1 ) B y-
2 ( - A - B + 1 )
The savne conditions iioll cor a solution to q when p = 1
q =
( -D-l)±[(-D-l) -4(-C-D + l)C ]'
2 ( - C - D + 1 )
p and \ inay be plotted in terns of eac\i other.
ql-
17'
j
(p*»q*>
0"4"
1 P
'Jsuilly, the solution or intersection is within the zero to one
iiirits. The intersection is the point of rr:axiniurn likelihood and
nay occir at a boundary. The solution set for p is one of the
following:
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I = boundary solution {zero for all q)
J = quadratic solution in q
J
= boundary solution (one for all q)
Any starting value for .. such as q will generate a p and p„
jenerates a f. until the iFaximuin likelihood point or intersection
)r a boundary is reached. In other words -successive iterations
converge. In order to account for the boundary solutions, i.e.,
the constraints on the probabilities, a golden section search is
used rather than a ciosed-forrr solution or the quadratic
equations
.
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